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a b s t r a c t
We construct a model of asset market exuberance, collapse and recovery using subjective
investor-based rational expectations about the impact of fundamentals on the market
price. Investors are assumed to have heterogeneous market sentiments, allowing them to
be exuberant, cautious, or fundamentalist via boundary conditions that describe their
respective views of the market impact of the same economic fundamentals. Equilibrium
solution paths of the model take varying forms, depending on the parameter settings that
reﬂect the importance of each type of market participant. This rational expectations
model of asset pricing is shown to be consistent with a simple explosive continuous time
autoregression when exuberant sentiment dominates the market. The model explains
asset price bubbles, including expansion and subsequent collapse, together with long-
term recovery. Extensions of the model allow for contagion effects in which market
sentiments are transmitted from a primary market to a secondary market, reproducing
speculative behavior and corrections in the secondary market. Some of the implications of
the model for empirical work are explored.
& 2016 University of Venice. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
“Stock prices are created by investors, and recognizing that investors may form different opinions even when they have the
same substantive information, we contend that there can be no intrinsic value for the stock. Instead, we propose that the relevant
notion of intrinsic value is obtained through market aggregation of diverse investor assessments” (Harrison and Kreps, 1978).
The present work seeks to model asset price bubble formation and the subsequent aftermath in a manner that is well-
suited to econometric analysis and testing. The approach adopted draws its inspiration from the Krugman (1991) stochastic
process driven rational expectations model of exchange rate target zones. This simple but highly inﬂuential model
demonstrated the existence of an exchange rate equilibrium path in a currency target zone that followed an S curve over a
certain speciﬁed domain, thereby ensuring that the equilibrium exchange rate is maintained within a given currency band.
The model formulated a single equation that related (in logarithms) the exchange rate to economic fundamentals that
evolve according to a Brownian motion process, accompanied by a rational expectations term that involved the expected
rate of change of the exchange rate. The solution of this equation can be represented in terms of exponential functions that
are tied down locally (but not globally) by boundary tangency conditions (or smooth pasting by arbitrage or other con-
siderations as in options and optimal investment theory, c.f. Dixit, 1993, Bertola (1998) which represent mathematically the
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effect of countervailing actions by the monetary authority as the exchange rate nears the edges of the target band. A great
advantage of this model to economic theorists and practitioners is its agnosticism with respect to the measurement of
fundamentals, so that investigators may concentrate attention on the implied properties of the exchange rate rather than on
structural models which seek to explain the exchange rate in terms of a (potentially long) shopping list of policy drivers and
fundamentals.
The model for asset prices that we introduce here is motivated by a similar thematic. Without having to introduce a list of
explicit economic fundamentals, we seek a reduced form model which encapsulates structural notions that drive stock
market, commodity market, and real-estate behavior and that have the capacity to explain bubble-like behavior in prices.
The underlying notions may involve behavioral, game theoretic, or learning characteristics and they can be embodied in a
rational expectations mechanism that accounts for subjective market assessments inﬂuencing market prices. The resulting
mechanism is therefore compatible with a variety of structural notions and earlier work on modeling bubbles.
For instance, behavioral ideas of markets driven by animal spirits involving fear and greed have long-existed, were
presented (and the term coined) in Keynes (1936) and are now placed at centre stage in the recent work by Akerlof and
Shiller (2009) that seeks to explain bubbles in ﬁnancial asset and real estate prices in terms of such animal spirits. Earlier
work by Harrison and Kreps (1978) provided an analysis of bubble behavior based on heterogeneous beliefs among investors
whose market assessments aggregate to yield prices that can involve bubble characteristics when there are short sales
constraints. Scheinkman and Xiong (2003) developed this notion further, providing a continuous time model of speculative
bubbles driven by overconﬁdent investors trading in a market with short sales constraints. In other recent work, Li and Xue
(2009) provide a subjective Bayesian investor perspective in which “new economy thinking” acts as a driver for “belief
evolution” concerning the productivity gains of new technology, leading to “rational investor” exuberance that is used to
explain the 1990 s Nasdaq bubble. In an alternative approach, Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) provide a dynamic gaming
explanation to justify sustained departures from fundamentals by “rational investors” riding a bubble wave even in the face
of widespread recognition of inﬂated prices.
All of these approaches involve the use of subjective assessments about incoming economic fundamentals in investor
decision making. It is this idea that is encapsulated in the model we present here. We are particularly interested in
developing a reduced form model that captures a variety of structural notions such as those just described, while opening
up the possibility of econometric analysis and testing. The model we develop, as will become clear, implies a discrete time
version and local approximations that accord with the mildly explosive processes that have been used in recent econometric
work to capture bubble-like phenomena in stock markets, commodity markets and real estate markets (see, e.g., Phillips and
Yu (2011); Phillips et al. (2015a, 2015b)). With some extension, the model can also capture cross-market contagion of
speculative and negative market sentiment about the impact of fundamentals. Solutions paths reveal the effects of senti-
ment transmission from a primary to a secondary market, reproducing speculative bubbles with ampliﬁcation or diminution
depending on the extent of the contagion. Transmission effects of this type may be captured in discrete time autoregressive
formulations that are suited to empirical work.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section develops the model, derives its solution, and shows how the solution
is compatible with the existence of a bubble and its ultimate collapse. The conditions for bubble behavior in the sample
paths are provided and some illustrations are provided. Section 3 studies the asset price dynamics arising from this model in
stochastic differential equation form. The dynamics are shown to be consistent with an explosive continuous time auto-
regression under certain conditions on the proportion of exuberant investors and a measure of their exuberance. Section 4
extends the framework to allow for contagion effects across markets. Some empirical implications are explored in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes.
2. Stochastic rational expectations and asset price bubbles
2.1. Heterogeneous agent sentiment
To ﬁx ideas, we imagine a ﬁnancial asset market with three heterogeneous types of investors that we call fundamen-
talists, exuberants and circumspects. These investors all look at the same incoming (log) fundamentals (ft) but interpret
them in different way of thinking that the market will follow, exaggerate or diminish their impact. In their ﬁnancial market
actions, we may regard such investors as responsive (making proportionate responses to changes in fundamentals), over-
responsive (exuberant when fundamentals increase and gloomy when fundamentals decline), or underresponsive (cautious
and reacting more slowly when fundamentals change). Cautious investors tend to reduce overall variation and over-
reponsive investors tend to raise volatility by exaggerating fundamental effects.
This classiﬁcation of investor type simpliﬁes the reality of a much more general (and evolving) distribution of market
participants covering a continuous spectrum of bull, bear, and conservative sentiment. The market price is affected by
economic fundamentals in conjunction with the interplay of the various types of investors and their differing subjective
view about the impact of the market fundamentals on asset prices over some forthcoming horizon. The structural process by
which this interplay occurs, via brokerage orders, limit orders, or mutual fund and hedge fund operations is not speciﬁed.
Instead, we provide the market price to be determined by a probabilistic mechanism that embodies the outcome of investor
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actions and sentiment which is expressed through a subjective, speculative, rational expectations component. The
mechanism is explained as follows.
We suppose there are three classes of investors – exuberant (a), cautious (b), and fundamentalist (c) – signiﬁed by these
subscripts and with respective proportions in the population given by pa; pb, and pc satisfying paþpbþpc ¼ 1. Each class
implements an investment strategy based on subjective response functions to the same fundamentals. The reactions may
also depend on (typically) unobserved extraneous data that these investors introduce to their decision-making and market
positions. Fundamentals are also typically unobserved (to the econometrician) and summarize a vast amount of incoming
information, assumed to be embodied in a scalar stochastic process index that represents fundamental value ft. We assume
that the market (log) price response (st) to fundamentals is inﬂuenced by the sentiments and strategies of these investors
according to their respective proportions in the market leading to outcomes sit ; i¼ a; b; c. For our initial development, these
proportions are taken as ﬁxed, but may also be considered time-dependent and/or responsive to market conditions, as will
be pursued later. The collective market response function then takes the form of the weighted average of these outcomes,
viz.,
st ¼ pasatþpbsbtþpcsct ¼ pcf tþpasatþpbsbt ; ð1Þ
which uses the fact that sct ¼ f t because the fundamentalist strategy follows fundamentals exactly. The aggregation involved
in yielding the market price Eq. (1) reﬂects the notion emphasized by Harrison and Kreps (1978) cited in the header that
“intrinsic value is obtained through market aggregation of diverse investor assessments.”
The behavior of exuberant and cautious investors takes account of subjective “rational expectations” of the impact of
fundamentals on the market price. Analogous to Krugman and Miller (1992) exchange rate model, we write
sit ¼ f tþγiEit dsitð Þ=dt; i¼ a; b; ð2Þ
where Eit i¼ a;bð Þ is investor i expectation given information up to time t; including fundamentals f t . The term Eit dsitð Þ=dt
represents investor i's expected rate of change of the stock price and sit ¼ f tþγiEit dsitð Þ=dt is the overall response to common
fundamentals ft that is expected by investors in this class. These expectations are inﬂuenced by investor sentiment about
how prices will be affected by a change in fundamentals, with investor a anticipating a more aggressive response than
investor b. Combining these effects we have the collective market response
st ¼ pcf tþ
X
i ¼ a;b
pi f tþγiEit dsitð Þ=dt
 ¼ f tþ X
i ¼ a;b
piγiEit dsitð Þ=dt; ð3Þ
which depends on investor expectations and the proportion of investors in each class.
2.2. Model solution
While each component sit follows Eq. (2), the solution turns out to be different from the Krugman S curve, where
fundamentals are attentuated by tangency conditions to keep the exchange rate within a ﬁxed band at least within a local
region of fundamentals. In the present case, exuberant investors (a) anticipate a stronger response of prices to funda-
mentals, an effect which generates stronger growth in the presence of favorable economic conditions and greater volatility
(and risk) when conditions turn unfavorable. The framework is therefore hierarchical with each sub-model generating its
own solution according to its own boundary conditions that characterize the investor sentiment.
The model for exuberant investors sat ¼ f tþγaEat dsatð Þ=dt is solved as in Krugman (1991) using a trial solution
sa ¼ sa fð Þ ¼ f þAa eαaf eαaf
 
. The model differs from the Krugman model in the way we incorporate investor sentiment
through ﬁrst-order boundary conditions. To characterize exuberance, the right derivative of s¼ s fð Þ is assumed to satisfy
s0a 0þð Þ ¼ 1þλa41; where λa40 is a measure of the market exuberance of the investor at the origin initial condition f ¼ 0 in
response to a positive inﬁnitesimal change in fundamentals f40: This boundary condition implies an accentuated effect of
(positive) fundamentals on asset prices relative to a normal market reaction that directly responds to fundamentals through
the equation st ¼ f t that accords with fundamentals and has unit slope. In doing so, this boundary condition also differs from
Krugman's smooth pasting tangency condition, which requires that s0 f 
 ¼ 0 at some designated boundary points 7 f 
(determined by the upper and lower limits of the exchange rate target zone). Importantly when the Krugman boundary
conditions s0 f 
 ¼ s0  f  ¼ 0 are imposed, the Krugman solution is well determined within the region  f ; f   whereas
outside this (local) region of the origin, the solution will inevitably diverge in view of the exponential form of the com-
ponents of s fð Þ.
In the present case, upon differentiation of the trial solution, the boundary condition s0a 0þð Þ ¼ 1þλa yields
Aa ¼ λa=ð2αaÞ40, and substitution gives
sa fð Þ ¼ f þ
λa
2αa
eαaf eαaf
 	
; with αa ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
γaσ2
s
; ð4Þ
for fZ0: The parametric solution αa ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2= γaσ2
 q
is obtained as follows. Assuming ft is Brownian motion with variance σ2
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and using the stochastic differential dsa ¼ s0adf þσ
2
2 s
″
a fð Þdt, we deduce that
Eat dsað Þ=dt ¼ σ
2
2
s″a fð Þ ¼
αaσ2
4
λa eαaf eαaf
 	
;
which in conjunction with the equation sat ¼ f tþγaEat dsatð Þ=dt and Eq. (4) implies that αa ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2= γaσ2
 q
, a result that cor-
responds to Krugman (1991) parametric solution for the exponent αa in terms of the structural parameters γa;σ2
 
in the
exchange rate model.
A similar approach leads to the solution for sb fð Þ. In this case, we characterize cautious investors by the requirement that
the ﬁrst derivative satisﬁes the boundary condition s0b 0þð Þ ¼ 1λbo1; where λbA 0;1ð Þ is a measure of the cautious market
sentiment exhibited by the circumspect investor at f ¼ 0 in response to a positive inﬁnitesimal change in fundamentals. This
boundary condition attenuates the effect of fundamentals at the origin by delivering a slope less than unity, which corre-
sponds to the normal market reaction to fundamentals in which sat ¼ f t has martingale behavior. Proceeding as before we
obtain the solution
sb fð Þ ¼ f 
λb
2αb
eαbf eαbf
 	
; with αb ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
γbσ2
s
: ð5Þ
Combining (4) and (5) in Eq. (3) we have, for f tZ0;
st ¼ f tþpa
αaγaλaσ2
4
eαaf t eαaf t
 	
pb
αbγbλbσ2
4
eαbf t eαbf tt
 	
¼ f tþ
paλa
αa
sinh αaf t
 pbλb
αb
sinh αbf t
 
: ð6Þ
Noting the form α¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=γσ2
p
; we see that larger volatility (higher σ2) reduces α in both cases and therefore attenuates the
exponential path and therefore divergence from fundamentals. An extension of the model that allows for greater ﬂexibility
is obtained by introducing a Bayesian prior perception of the volatility in fundamentals. This is achieved by permitting the
prior view of σ2 to differ for i¼ a; b. Then, perception of higher risk with greater σa2 would lead to a reduction in the
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Fig. 1. Solution paths s fð Þ for equilibrium asset prices with parameter settings αaA 1:62;1:64;1:66;1:68f g shown in sienna, blue, red, and black, and using
common settings for the other parameters, as given in the text. The curves are plotted against the 45° line (green dashed) where s¼ f . Fig. 1b: Two sided
solution paths s fð Þ for equilibrium asset prices with parameter settings αaA 1:62;1:64;1:66;1:68f g shown in sienna, blue, red, and black, and using common
settings for the other parameters, as given in the text. The curves are plotted against the 45°line (green dashed) where s¼ f . (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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exponential path, thereby attenuating exuberant investor effects. Likewise, the perception of lower risk with smaller σb
2
would lead to a stronger exponential solution path that accentuates cautious investor effects on the outcome and
equilibrium path.
As is also apparent from the exponential component form of Eq. (6), the solution st ultimately diverges as f t-1, just as
the exchange rate solution in the Krugman model does outside the smooth pasting limits at 7 f . In the case of Fig. 1a,
where αb4αa and negative investor sentiment ultimately dominates, the solution for the log price st eventually diverges
according as st  ðpbλb=αbÞ sinh αbf t
  ðpbαbγbλbσ2=4Þeαbf t-1 as f t-1. Thus, Eq. (6) may be interpreted as a local
solution for st under positive fundamentals1.
An analogous local solution for st holds for negative fundamentals under response conditions at the origin where
s0a 0ð Þ ¼ 1λao1 (so that exuberant investors take a more optimistic view of the impact of negative fundamentals on
price) and s0b 0ð Þ ¼ 1þλb41 (so that cautious investors take a more pessimistic view of negative fundamentals on price). In
this alternative scenario, pessimistic sentiment again eventually dominates and st  pbðαbγbλbσ2=4Þeαbf t-1 as
f t-1 when αb4αa. The combined solution can therefore be written in the following form:
st ¼ f tþ
paλa
αa
sinh αaf t
 pbλb
αb
sinh αbf t
  
1 f tZ0
 þ paλa
αa
sinh αaf t
 þpbλb
αb
sinh αbf t
  
1 f to0
 
:
Fig. 1 b displays the two-sided solution paths consonant with such parameter conﬁgurations that allow for positive and
negative departures of fundamentals from the origin with ultimate dominance of negative investor sentiment along
both paths.
2.3. Illustrations
As is immediately apparent from Eq. (6), when the boundary effects cancel (λa ¼ λb) and the scale effects and proportions
are both equal (γa ¼ γb; and pa ¼ pb), then s¼ f and the solution path for s follows fundamentals. Disparities in these
parameters produce divergences from the fundamental path and these take various forms. Figs. 1a and b show the solution
paths s¼ s fð Þ for various values of the parameters λa; λb; pa; pb;αa;αa
 
against the efﬁcient market martingale model in
which prices simply follow Brownian motion fundamentals along the 45° line s¼ f .
In these ﬁgures, we set pa ¼ 0:5; pb ¼ 0:3; pc ¼ 1papb ¼ 0:2; λa ¼ 0:2; λb ¼ 0:2; αaA 1:62;1:64;1:66;1:68f g, and
αb ¼ 1:8. The difference in the probability weights pa;pb
 
and the range of values used for αa ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=γaσ2
p
show how the
strength of exuberance in relation to circumspection in investing plays a large role in the shape of the market response to
movements in fundamentals. As is apparent in Figs. 1a and b, the inﬂuence of exuberant investment dominates st initially so
that s fð Þ4 f and prices exceed fundamentals until the point of intersection s fð Þ ¼ f ; a value that is dependent on the par-
ticular parameter conﬁguration pa; pb; λa; λb;αa;αb
 
. Cases where aa is larger clearly exaggerate the differential between s
and f . This dominance occurs even though in the above example,the exponent αaoαb and is explained by the fact that the
proportion of exuberant investors, pa ¼ 0:5; exceeds the proportion of cautious investors, pb ¼ 0:3: However,since αb4αa;
the inﬂuence of the circumspect investors eventually takes over and the bubble collapses. The peak of the bubble s f
 	
when
f40 occurs at the stationary point f which satisﬁes
s0 f
 	
¼ 1þpaλa cosh αaf
 	
pbλbcosh αbf
 	
¼ 0: ð7Þ
Eq. (7) can be solved numerically2, giving f ¼ 3:32;3:55;3:87;4:36 when αa ¼ 1:62;1:64;1:66;1:68: These values of f match
those corresponding to the peaks of the curves shown in Fig. 1a.
Further differentiation yields ∂s0 fð Þ=∂αa ¼ paλaαa sinh αafð Þ40 and ∂s0 fð Þ=∂αb ¼ pbλbαbsinh αbfð Þo0; so that the slope
of the solution path s fð Þ increases with αa and decreases as αb increases. Thus, speculative bubble effects become stronger as
the exuberance exponent αa rises and become weaker with increases in αb: It is apparent from the shape of the curves in
Fig. 1a that the change from ascent to descent around the peak of the bubble appears most rapid in the case where αa takes
the largest value and the peak differential over fundamentals is the greatest. In this case, the derivative s0 fð Þ changes rapidly
from the largest exponential rate (αa ¼ 1:68Þ of increase during the bubble expansion to the descent rate (αb ¼ 1:80) that is
common for the other cases.
1 Correspondingly, the Krugman model provides a local solution for the exchange rate within the domain  f  ; f 
 
as the boundary conditions
imposed by the model do not prevent divergence outside of this domain.
2 An approximate solution of Eq. (7) is obtained by factoring out the dominant exponential and using a logarithmic expansion to simplify the equation
and obtain an approximate analytic solution. This has the form
f C ln
paλa
pbλb
 
=αbαa
 
þ 2
paλa αbαað Þ
pbλb
paλa
 αa αb αað Þ
; ð8Þ
when f is large. The ﬁrst term of Eq. (8) yields the approximate values f ¼ 2:55 ð3:32Þ;2:84 ð3:55Þ;3:65 ð3:87Þ;4:26 4:36ð Þ with true values in parentheses,
corresponding to the cases αa ¼ 1:62;1:64;1:66;1:68.
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2.4. Modeling long-run market recovery
We may superpose on the above model a decay system that achieves long-run recovery returning the market to fun-
damental values. The mechanism inhibits market exuberance at peak levels and controls negativism following a downturn.
The mechanism operates through the market proportions of exuberant and cautious investors. Instead of ﬁxing these
proportions as parameters, we allow them to be ex post dependent on fundamentals using the functional forms
pa ¼ paeδaf
2
t and pb ¼ pbeδbf
2
t with δa; δbZ0; so that the proportions of exuberant and cautious investors decay to zero
eventually as f-71; bringing the model back to fundamental values.3 The modiﬁed model incorporating the decay
feature has the following form for f tZ0
st ¼ f tþ
paλaeδaf
2
t
αa
sinh αaf t
 pbλbeδbf 2t
αb
sinh αbf t
 
: ð9Þ
With some adjustments to the decay mechanism such as the use of an endogenous response like eδ st  f tð Þ2 in place of
eδf
2
t ; the mechanism may be associated with policy intervention. For instance, to control housing market exuberance in
relation to fundamentals, regulators may resort to macro-prudential measures such as capping loan to value ratios,
imposing or increasing stamp duties, and reducing debt servicing ratios. These measures may be introduced over a period of
time with the goal of attenuating market exuberance. Their effects are intended to take heat out of the property market and
promote long-term market recovery. Recovery is accomplished by diminishing overall investor exuberance. In the present
context, the mechanism works by reducing the proportion pa; the exuberance measure λa; and counteracting the expo-
nential growth effects in the solution. As such policy intervention occurs, cautious investors gain in conﬁdence that the
market will better reﬂect fundamental values, which leads to a corresponding attenuation of the effects of negative
sentiment.
A recent example of such sustained policy intervention in the property market is the series of ten successive rounds of
macro-prudential cooling measures implemented by regulatory authorities in Singapore over the period 2009–2013. Using
bubble detection techniques based on the estimation of a reduced form autoregression and the use of right-sided unit root
tests for explosive behavior, Liang et al. (2016) found that these measures appear to have been effective in containing
exuberance in Singapore's private housing market.
The decay mechanism in Eq. (9) may also be interpreted as a transversality condition which ensures that the market price
returns to fundamentals in the long run as fundamental values evolve and local departures from fundamentals are elimi-
nated as the proportions of optimistic and pessimistic investors declines. Transversality conditions have been used in past
work to exclude the occurrence of bubbles in asset pricing models by completely eliminating all solutions that include
bubbles (e.g., see Becker et al. (2008)). In Eq. (9), the transversality decay mechanism does not prevent the emergence of
bubbles and crashes in ﬁnite horizon (local) solutions but its imposition ensures that fundamental values are followed
eventually.
Fig. 2 shows the impact of this decay system on the solution paths given in Fig. 1a. The solution paths use the same
settings and color schematics as those given in Fig. 1a but introduce evolutionary decay in the proportions according to
0 2 4 6 8 10
0
5
10
f
s(f)
Fig. 2. Solution paths for equilibrium asset prices that follow the same settings and schematic as Fig. 1a, but now allow for evolutionary decay in the
proportions of exuberant and circumspect investors with pa fð Þ ¼ eδa f
2
and pb fð Þ ¼ e δb f
2
: The curves show both decay in exuberance (sienna and blue with
settings δa ¼ 0:16; δb ¼ 0:14Þ and decay in negativism (red and black with equal settings δa ¼ δb ¼ 0:15Þ. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
3 This formulation may be interpreted as time-dependent changes in the proportions pa; pb
 
under the assumption that fundamentals f eventually
diverge with the passage of time.
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pa fð Þ ¼ paeδaf
2
and pb fð Þ ¼ pbeδbf
2
: The curves show both decay in exuberance (the sienna and blue curves with settings
δa ¼ 0:14 and δb ¼ 0:16Þ and decay in negativism (red and black with equal settings δa ¼ δb ¼ 0:15Þ.
Various reﬁned speciﬁcations are possible. For instance, the proportions could be made time-dependent directly, so that
pa ¼ pa tð Þ and pb ¼ pb tð Þ, a speciﬁcation that embodies exogenous forcing of the investor proportions and may reﬂect the
inﬂuence of unspeciﬁed and unobserved driver variables. The price path would then have the form st ¼ s f t ; t;θ
 
and sto-
chastic differentiation of st would correspondingly involve further terms arising from direct time differentiation. The spe-
ciﬁcation Eq. (9) is a simpliﬁcation that ensures ex post that the effects of evolution in the proportion of exuberant and
circumspect investors are directly embodied in the reduced form. The decay system acts like a transversality condition that
brings the model back to fundamentals eventually, while not preventing intermediate episodes of exuberance and collapse.
While the exponential formulation of the decay system is arbitrary, it is necessary to use some form of (higher order)
exponential decay to ensure that the exponential effects involved in the episodes of exuberance and collapse are eventually
moderated and there is no permanent divergence from fundamentals.
In a structural model, investors would recognize that departures from fundamentals are unlikely to continue indeﬁnitely
(in view of the presence of such long-term market effects, arbitrage, or policy intervention) and that the opportunities for
more aggressive investing than may be warranted by fundamentals are inevitably ﬁnite horizon (subjectively apparent)
opportunities. Investment decisions based on present value calculations would then need to take into account the implied
ﬁnite horizon framework. Lee and Phillips (2016) provide some analysis of investment time horizons that accommodate
myopic investing and the impact of speculative behavior that focuses on short run market gains over the long-run effects of
fundamentals.
3. Asset price dynamics
The solution Eq. (6) delivers asset price dynamics for st by stochastic differentiation. These dynamics are of interest
because they help guide empirical speciﬁcations. We simplify notation by introducing the parameter vector
θ¼ pa; pb; λa; λb;αa;αb;σ2
 
. Then, differentiation of the solution st f t ;θ
 
yields the non-linear stochastic differential
equation
dst ¼ μ f t ;θ
 
dtþσ f t ;θ
 
df t ; ð10Þ
with instantaneous drift given by
μ f t ;θ
 ¼ σ2
2
paλaαa sinh αaf t
 pbλbαbsinh αbf t  ;
and instantaneous volatility
σ f t ;θ
 ¼ 1þpaλa cosh αaf t pbλbcosh αbf t :
3.1. Local behavior after initialization
The properties of the diffusion Eq. (10) can be investigated locally in the neighborhood of certain points. For instance, in
the vicinity of the origin f t  0; we may use the power series representation of the hyperbolic functions to give local
approximations to μ f t ;θ
 
and σ f t ;θ
 
. We obtain
μ f t ;θ
 ¼ σ2
2
paλaα
2
apbλbα2b
 
f tþO f 3t
 	
C
σ2
2
paλaα2apbλbα2b
1þpaλapbλb
( )
st ; ð11Þ
since st ¼ f tþpaλa=αa sinh αaf t
 pbλb=αbsinh αbf t ¼ 1þpaλapbλb f t for f t  0. Also
σ f t ;θ
 ¼ 1þpaλa cosh αaf t pbλbcosh αbf t ¼ 1þpaλapbλb þO f 2t 	: ð12Þ
Combining Eqs. (11) and (22), we can approximate Eq. (10) by the ﬁrst-order stochastic differential equation
dst ¼ βstdtþωdf t ; ð13Þ
where
β¼ σ
2
2
paλaα2apbλbα2b
1þpaλapbλb
( )
and ω¼ 1þpaλapbλb:
Hence, in the vicinity f t  0; st follows an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) process with constant coefﬁcients
β¼ σ2=2 paλaα2apbλbα2b
 
=ω and ω¼ 1þpaλapbλb. When β40; it is clear that the model Eq. (13) is explosive and,
correspondingly, the solution process st is locally explosive in the vicinity of the origin. Observe that this condition for an
explosive model (β40Þ is satisﬁed when the model parameters satisfy ðα2a4pbλb=paλaÞα2b . It follows that explosive behavior
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may arise even when αaoαb and λa ¼ λb, provided the proportion of exuberant investors pa
 
is sufﬁciently great relative to
the proportion of circumspect investors pb
 
. Such a conﬁguration arises in the example of Fig. 1a, which shows how
explosive behavior may dominate negative sentiment initially, even though stronger negative exponential effects manifest
through the term sinh αbf t
 
in the solution. These negative effects eventually become dominant for large ft producing
bubble collapse, as is clearly evident in Fig. 1a.
Explosive behavior also manifests when the market exuberance measure λa is large enough relative to the market
caution measure λb even in situations where the proportion of exuberant investors may not be as great as that of cir-
cumspect investors (i.e., parpb ) provided the condition paλaα2a4pbλbα2b still holds. In short, the subjective rational
expectations model of asset pricing is consistent with a simple explosive continuous time autoregression when exuberant
sentiment dominants the market either by the proportion (pa) of such investors or the strength of their market positions (λa
and aaÞ.
Next consider the case where paλaα2aopbλbα2b and the coefﬁcient βo0 in Eq. (13). This case arises when cautious
investors dominate the market initially due to the size of pb and λb relative to pa and λa: Their behavior leads to a diminished
response of market prices to fundamentals. The process st then follows a stationary Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process which
produces a market correction. As this correction continues, it is viewed by exuberant investors as a buying opportunity in
which fundamental values exceed market prices. Ultimately, the sustained bear market is overtaken by exuberance among
these investors and a new bubble emerges, due to the fact that αa4αb. Fig. 3 gives an illustration of such a market cor-
rection and recovery using parametric settings that are the reverse to those shown in Fig. 2 with the same decay effects
active.4
3.2. Peak and trough behavior
In the vicinity of the peak value f that satisﬁes Eq. (7) we have the following expansions of the drift and volatility
functions
μ f t ;θ
 ¼ μ f ;θ 	þσ2
2
paλaα
2
a cosh αaf
 	
pbλbα2bcosh αbf
 	n o
df tþOp dtð Þ;
and
σ f t ;θ
 ¼ σ f ;θ 	þ paλaαa sinh αaf 	pbλbαbsinh αbf 	n odf tþOp dtð Þ ¼ paλaαasinh αaf 	pbλbαbsinh αbf 	n odf tþOp dtð Þ;
since σ f ;θ
 	
¼ 1þpaλa cosh αaf
 	
pbλbcosh αbf
 	
¼ 0 at the peak value f in view of Eq. (7). Combining these repre-
sentations in Eq. (10), we ﬁnd that the local change of st at f t  f is given by
dst ¼ μ f ;θ
 	
dtþ σ f ;θ
 	
þ paλaαa sinh αaf
 	
pbλbαbsinh αbf
 	n o
df t
h i
df tþop dtð Þ ¼ μ f ;θ
 	
dt
þ paλaαasinh αaf
 	
pbλbαbsinh αbf
 	n o
σ2dtþop dtð Þ ¼
3σ2
2
paλaαasinh αaf
 	
pbλbαbsinh αbf
 	n o
dt:
0 2 4 6 8 10
0
5
10
f
s(f)
Fig. 3. Solution paths for equilibrium asset prices with the reverse settings of Fig. 1a (see footnote 3) and with evolutionary decay in the proportions of
exuberant and circumspect investors with pa fð Þ ¼ eδa f
2
and pb fð Þ ¼ e δb f
2
: The curves show both the erosion of negativism (sienna and blue with settings
δa ¼ 0:16; δb ¼ 0:14Þ and decay in subsequent exuberance (red and black with equal settings δa ¼ δb ¼ 0:15Þ. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
4 The parameter settings for Fig. 3 are: pa ¼ 0:3; pb ¼ 0:5; pc ¼ 1papb ¼ 0:2; λa ¼ 0:2; λb ¼ 0:2; αbA 1:62;1:64;1:66;1:68f g, and αa ¼ 1:80: The decay
effect pairs are δa ;δb
 ¼ 0:16;014ð Þ and δa; δb ¼ 0:15;0:15ð Þ.
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Although the equilibrium path s¼ s fð Þ has a turning point at f ¼ f ; this fact does not imply that the stochastic process
st ¼ s f t
 
has zero differential at f . Instead, dst ¼ Op dtð Þ and this drift term is, in fact, negative at f t ¼ f : To see this, note that f
is a local maximum of s fð Þ so that s0 f
 	
¼ 0 and s″ f
 	
o0: But, s″ f
 	
¼ paλaαa sinh αaf
 	
pbλbαbsinh αbf
 	
; so that
dst ¼
3σ2
2
paλaαasinh αaf
 	
pbλbαb sinh αbf
 	n o
dto0: ð14Þ
Thus, at the peak of the bubble the local direction of change becomes negative. The collapse of the stochastic asset price
process st begins at the peak and is embodied in the (second order) downward drift of the differential dst at f t ¼ f .
The model manifests similar behavior in the case where the parameter conﬁguration involves a market downturn. In that
case, s¼ s fð Þ still has a turning point at f ¼ f but this point now corresponds to a market trough rather than a market peak.
Since s0 f
 	
¼ 0 and s″ f
 	
40 in this case, we ﬁnd that Eq. (14) is positive rather than negative, so that at the trough f we
have dst40. Hence, recovery from the downturn begins at the trough and is embodied in the upward drift of the differential
dst .
4. Modeling contagion
The model may be extended to allow for cross market contagion effects. Suppose we have two related markets, such as
two real estate markets in different locations or metropolitan districts within the same country. In such cases, we might
expect broadly similar fundamentals and regulatory conditions to hold. In particular, if the fundamentals are cointegrated
across the two markets, then it will be a reasonable approximation to regard the fundamentals in each case as corre-
sponding to a common stochastic trend in continuous time (c.f., Phillips (1991)) which we represent as ft. One of the markets
(perhaps the larger metropolitan area with greater population) might be considered as the core market and the other
market a peripheral or secondary market If a speculative bubble arises in one of the markets – say the core market – then
interest focuses on possible contagion effects from this market to the other market. Contagion effects can be explored within
the framework developed above in the following manner.
We assume that the core market has the speciﬁcation and equilibrium solution path developed above in Eqs. (3) and (6).
We use the same notation for the variables and parameters that describe this market. The secondary market is assumed to
follow the same general speciﬁcation with the same three classes of investors as before but with possibly different para-
meterizations and a correspondingly different equilibrium solution. Using the framework above, we write the model and
solution for the secondary market using asterisk afﬁxes to distinguish this market from the core market. In particular,
employing subjective rational expectations as before we have the following generating mechanism for the two divergent
investor types (a and b) present in the secondary market
sit ¼ f tþ
X
i ¼ a;b
pi γ

i Eit ds

it
 
=dt; ð15Þ
and respective solutions sa fð Þ ¼ f þλi =2αi eα

i f eαi f
 	
, for i¼ a; b and with αi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=γi σ2
q
: Aggregating these effects
together with the third (fundamentalist) investor type (c) as before, we obtain the solution
s ¼ f þp

aλ

a
αa
sinh αaf
 pbλb
αb
sinh αbf
 
: ð16Þ
The exuberance and negativity measures λi (i¼ a; b) of the divergent investors in the secondary market are assumed to be
based on observed behavior in the core market. In particular, we assume that the λi (i¼ a; bÞ are functionalized ex post to
inherit effects of potential contagion from the core market, so that λi ¼ λi s fð Þ fð Þ and these secondary market measures of
deviation from fundamentals then depend on the extent to which market prices in the core are observed to exceed fun-
damentals, i.e., s fð Þ f : Using a linear speciﬁcation for these inherited effects, we write the dependencies in the following
form with no intercept
λa fð Þ ¼ λa s fð Þ fð Þ; λb fð Þ ¼ λb s fð Þ fð Þ; ð17Þ
where λa and λ

b are ﬁxed slope parameters. The zero intercept in Eq. (17) implies that λ

a fð Þ ¼ λb fð Þ ¼ 0 at the origin f ¼ 0; so
that the secondary market follows fundamentals and experiences no exuberant or negative sentiment at the origin, as
distinct from the core market where sentiment diverges from fundamentals initially at f ¼ 0 because λa; λb40 in the core
market. With this speciﬁcation and using s fð Þ f ¼ paλa=αa sinh αafð Þpbλb=αbsinh αbfð Þ, the solution for s takes the fol-
lowing form:
s fð Þ ¼ f þp

aλ

a
αa
paλa
αa
sinh αafð Þ
pbλb
αb
sinh αbfð Þ
 
sinh αaf
 pbλb
αb
paλa
αa
sinh αafð Þ
pbλb
αb
sinh αbfð Þ
 
sinh αbf
 
; ð18Þ
which depends on both sets of parameters αa;αb; pa; pb; λa; λb
 
and αa;α

b; p

a; p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
, thereby involving both core market
and secondary market behavior in the solution path.
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Differentiating Eq. (18) gives
s
0
fð Þ ¼ 1þp

aλ

a s
0 fð Þ1ð Þ
αa
sinh αaf
 pbλb s0 fð Þ1ð Þð Þ
αb
sinh αbf
 þpaλa s fð Þ fð Þ cosh αaf pbλb s fð Þ fð Þð Þ cosh αbf ;
fromwhich it follows that s
0
0ð Þ ¼ 1 at f ¼ 0. Thus, the secondary market follows fundamentals in the vicinity of the origin in
contrast to the core market where s0 0ð Þ ¼ 1þpaλapbλb: While the positive and negative sentiments of core market
investors impact the core market immediately, peripheral investor sentiment follows fundamentals at the origin. But when
f40; investor sentiment in the core market leads to divergence between the market price and fundamentals so that s fð Þa f .
This divergence is then transmitted to the secondary market via the functional dependencies λa s fð Þ fð Þ and λb s fð Þ fð Þ.
Since these functions are linear, the exuberance and negativity measures in the secondary market are proportional to the
divergence s fð Þ f and therefore can be expected to reproduce certain features of the bubble and collapse experienced in the
core market with ampliﬁcation and diminution of these features depending on the magnitude of the divergence s fð Þ f and
the parametric values of the various coefﬁcients in Eq. (18). As such, the model provides a mechanism of direct transmission
or contagion from the core to the periphery.
We illustrate the impact of these contagion effects by displaying the equilibrium solution curves s fð Þ for the periphery
for various parameter values against the corresponding solution curve s fð Þ for the core market. We use the parameter
settings given in Table 1. These settings are the same as those used earlier for the core market and they are replicated here
for the secondary market, which is therefore identical in response except for the exuberance and negativity measures for
which we use the linear function settings λi s fð Þ fð Þ with constant slope λi for i¼ a;b. Thus, in Eq. (18), we use the slope
settings λi ¼ 0:10;0:05;0:025; for both i¼ a;b; and these slopes deliver the secondary market exuberance and negativity
departure measures as respective proportions of the core market excess over fundamentals.
Fig. 4 shows these solution paths s fð Þ for the peripheral market in the blue, red, black, and dashed black curves, against
the solution path s fð Þ for the core market which is given by the sienna curve. The parameter values are given in Table 1. As is
apparent in the ﬁgure, the core market solution s fð Þ diverges from fundamentals before the secondary market departs from
fundamentals. But once the secondary market inherits sentiment from the core market, the secondary market can be quickly
overtaken by contagion. For the blue, red and black parameter settings used in Fig. 4 (λi ¼ 0:1;0:2;0:4; i¼ a; bÞ, contagion
from the core market ampliﬁes exuberance and accelerates the eventual collapse in the periphery. Other settings, such as
the dashed black setting (λi ¼ 0:01; i¼ a; bÞ reduce the induced exuberance in the secondary market.
Table 1
Parameter settings for Fig. 4.
Curve Color Parameters Values
Core: sienna αa; αb; pa ;pb; λa; λb
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3;0:2;0:2ð Þ
Secondary: blue αa; α

b; p

a ;p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3; 110;
1
10
 
red αa; α

b; p

a ;p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3; 120;
1
20
 
black αa; α

b; p

a ;p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3; 140;
1
40
 
dashed black αa; α

b; p

a ;p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3; 1100;
1
100
 
Fundamentals dashed green
0 1 2 3 4
0
2
4
6
8
f
s*(f)
Fig. 4. Solution paths s fð Þ for equilibrium asset prices in the peripheral market (shown in blue, red, black, black dashed) against the solution path s tð Þ in
the core market. Parameter settings are given in Table 1. The curves are plotted against the 45°efﬁcient markets line (green dashed) where s¼ f . (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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As earlier, we superpose on the components of the model Eq. (18) a decay system that achieves long-run recovery
returning both the core and periphery markets to fundamental values. The mechanism for the core matches Eq. (9) and
inhibits both exuberance and negativism in the core in the long run by a decay factor using the functional speciﬁcations
pa ¼ paeδaf
2
and pb ¼ pbeδbf
2
with δa; δbZ0: This mechanism is supplemented with a decay factor for the impact of
contagion from the core to the periphery so that λi s fð Þ fð Þ↦λi eδ

i f
2
s fð Þ fð Þ, which discounts exuberance in the primary
market and ensures that contagion effects ultimately die out. The fully modiﬁed model that incorporates these decay
features has the following explicit form:
s fð Þ ¼ f þp

aλ

a
αa
eδ

af
2 paλaeδaf
2
αa
sinh αafð Þpbλbe
δbf 2
αb
sinh αbfð Þ
" #
sinh αaf
 pbλb
αb
eδ

bf
2 paλaeδaf
2
αa
sinh αafð Þpbλbe
δbf 2
αb
sinh αbfð Þ
" #
sinh αbf
 
:
ð19Þ
Fig. 5 shows the solution paths s fð Þ based on Eq. (19) for the parameter settings given in Table 2. The parameter values
closely match those used for Fig. 4 but are supplemented with the functionalized long run decay factors pieδi f
2
and
contagion factors λi e
δi f 2 s fð Þ fð Þ for i¼ a;b. The settings for δi; δi
 
i ¼ a;b are given in Table 2. As is apparent in the ﬁgure
from a comparison of the blue and sienna paths with the black and red paths, the decay parameter settings δi; δ

i
 
i ¼ a;b play
an important role in the shape of the paths. In particular, small differences in the coefﬁcients δi
 
i ¼ a;b alter the paths from
those where the secondary market bubble collapses back to fundamentals (blue and sienna; with δa; δ

b
 ¼ 0:14; 0:16ð Þ)
to those where the secondary market bubble collapses in a downturn market below fundamentals before recovery
δa; δ

b
 ¼ 0:15; 0:16ð Þ). These alternate paths show the impact of small changes in the contagion factors on the equili-
brium solution in the secondary market.
More generally, this example demonstrate the fragility of the bubble expansion and collapse paths to small changes in
the model parameters. There is a good reason why such fragility might be anticipated. The fragility of the shapes of these
solution paths may be taken as indicative of a well-known empirical phenomena concerning bubbles. Real world bubbles
share many common characteristics of speculative expansion followed by contraction. But each new bubble nonetheless
appears different from past bubbles, justifying the appellation that “this time is different” and thereby necessitating ﬂex-
ibility in the range of possible solution paths if a theory model is to be useful in practical work.
0 2 4 6 8 10
0
5
10
f
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Fig. 5. Solution paths for equilibrium asset prices s fð Þ in the secondary market allowing for evolutionary decay in the proportions of exuberant and
circumspect investors. Parameter values are given in Table 1.
Table 2
Parameter Settings for Fig. 5.
Curve color Parameters Values
Core αa ;αb; pa; pb; λa; λb
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3;0:2;0:2ð Þ
secondary Blue αa ;α

b; p

a; p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3; 130;
1
30
 
Sienna αa ;α

b; p

a; p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3; 140;
1
40
 
Black αa ;α

b; p

a; p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3; 130;
1
30
 
Red αa ;α

b; p

a; p

b; λ

a; λ

b
 
1:62;1:8;0:5;0:3; 120;
1
20
 
Decay factor Blue & sienna δa ; δbð Þ, δa; δb
  0:15; 0:15ð Þ; 0:14; 0:16ð Þ
Black & red δa ; δbð Þ, δa; δb
  0:15; 0:15ð Þ; 0:15; 0:16ð Þ
Fundamentals Dashed green
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5. Empirical model implications
From Eq. (13), the local behavior of the price process following the point of origination is governed by a linear diffusion.
The solution of this equation is given by st ¼
R t
0 e
β t rð Þdf r and discrete time observations skhn
 K
k ¼ 0 taken at the sampling
interval hn (where n is the number of sample observations) are known to follow the ﬁrst-order autoregression (AR)
skhn ¼ ρnskhnhn þukhn ; with ρn ¼ eβhn and ukhn ¼
Z khn
khnhn
eβ khn rð Þdf r ; ð20Þ
(see Phillips (1972)). This autoregression Eq. (20) is (mildly) explosive when the O–U coefﬁcient β40 and the sampling
interval hn ¼ 1=kn for some sequence kn-1 for which kn=n-0: In such cases the AR coefﬁcient ρn  1þβ=kn41 and the
autoregression is said to be mildly explosive in the terminology of Phillips and Magdalinos (2007a). When βo0; the AR
coefﬁcient is ρn ¼ 1þβ=kno1 and is called mildly integrated.
Mildly explosive AR processes of the form Eq. (20) have been used as empirical models of bubble behavior in several
recent articles (Phillips et al., 2011; Phillips and Yu, 2011; Phillips et al., 2015a, 2015b). In this empirical work, the model Eq.
(20) is treated as a reduced form and is used to test for the existence of bubbles in ﬁnancial, commodity, and real estate asset
prices by means of right-sided unit root tests of the hypothesis H0:ρn ¼ 1 in Eq. (20) or β¼ 0 in Eq. (13). H0 is used to
represent martingale behavior under market normalcy corresponding to dst ¼ωdf t in Eq. (13), as distinct from mildly
explosive behavior of st under the alternative hypothesis H1: ρn  1þβ=kn41; or β40 in Eq. (13).
The present work shows that such reduced form models can be justiﬁed in terms of a structural model based on sub-
jective rational expectations of market opportunities and the aggregation of diverse investor assessments of the impact of
fundamentals in determining market prices. In other recent work (Phillips and Shi, 2014), a mildly integrated AR process has
been used as a reduced form to model the bubble collapse process. Again, this formulation may be justiﬁed using the
present rational expectations framework.
In addition to testing and dating bubbles, the framework may be used to assess empirical evidence of contagion between
two markets. In practical empirical work, it is most convenient again to work with the local speciﬁcations in terms of linear
diffusions and focus on linkages between the implied parameters β and β of the core and secondary models in continuous
time with the associated AR parametric speciﬁcations ρn and ρn relating to discrete time observations in the core and
secondary markets. Empirical evidence of contagion can be explored empirically by examining linkages between these
parameters over time when they are estimated by a recursive or moving window approach through the sample. In recent
work, Greenaway-McGrevy and Phillips (2016) provide an empirical illustration of this linkage technique in detecting
contagion between metropolitan real estate markets. The econometric methods used in ﬁtting the recursive relationship
between the AR coefﬁcients involves a time varying coefﬁcient model, which allows the relationship between ρn and ρn to
vary over time and which can be estimated by kernel regression methods.
6. Conclusion
The model developed in this paper has a simple stylized form involving only three types of investors, working with their
own assessments of the impact of fundamentals on prices via a subjective rational expectations framework. The model uses
an aggregative mechanism to determine market price and does not attempt to capture the trading mechanism through
which these diverse market assessments coalesce and work to determine market prices. From this perspective, the present
model offers only a plausible behavioral mechanism of price determination.
Despite its simplicity, the model is capable of capturing some of the major features of ﬁnancial and real estate markets
that manifest bubble-like behavior involving exuberance and collapse. Multi-market versions of the model also accom-
modate cross-market contagion of speculative and negative market sentiment about the impact of fundamentals. Local
approximations show that the model is compatible with reduced form autoregressive speciﬁcations that are now being used
to provide empirical tests for the existence of bubbles in ﬁnancial and real estate markets, as well as dating algorithms that
can consistently estimate origination and termination dates of bubble activity. These methods are used recursively and, in so
doing, are able to provide mechanisms for real time assessments of ﬁnancial market conditions by surveillance teams in
central banks. The present model helps to furnish support for the use of these reduced form speciﬁcations in empirical work
and to interpret their ﬁndings in terms of the impact of investor sentiment and expectations.
One feature to emerge from the workings of the model is the fragility of the solution paths to certain parameter settings.
This fragility is partly explained by the fact that the general solution involves exponential departures from fundamentals
that may be accentuated or attenuated depending on the magnitude of the exuberance and negativity measures, the
proportions of investors of each type, and any incoming contagion effects from another market. The fragility of the shapes of
these solution paths relates to the well-known empirical phenomena of speculative expansion followed by contraction with
each new bubble differing from past bubbles, and implying “this time is different”.
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